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We are obsessed about LLM benchmarks
For very good reasons — collectively, more and better benchmarks and LLMs are coming out!



Goal 1 - User Satisfaction

Conduct interview-
based user study to 
solicit feedback that 

informs AI design

Goal 2 - Global Equity

Design user interface 
to support more 

sophisticated 

human evaluation

Goal 3 - Interactive Interface

Can we do better to evaluate & create LLMs?

Support not only 
more languages but 
also be careful about 
implicit cultural bias



Today’s talk — three case studies

! "
PrivacyMirror THRESHCAMEL

Goal 1 - User Satisfaction Goal 2 - Global Equity

(Yao et al., 2024) (Naous et al., 2024) (Heineman et al., 2023)

Goal 3 - Interactive Interface

Conduct interview-
based user study to 
solicit feedback that 

informs AI design

Design user interface 
to support more 

sophisticated 

human evaluation

Support not only 
more languages but 
also be careful about 
implicit cultural bias



The Holy Grail of AI / NLP

Reducing Privacy Risks in Online  
Self-Disclosures (PrivacyMirror!)

    Yao Dou       Isadora Krsek     Tarek Naous     Anubha Kabra     Sauvik Das       Alan Ritter           Wei Xu

A user-study informed NLP model design



People talk about themselves online



People talk about themselves online

Disclosures:

1. Join army at 23

2. Now a DV (distinguished visitor)

3. Over 13 years as a medic

4. No job, out of service 2 years

5. Has a son



Prior Work on Privacy Preservation

PII Identification and Anonymization (Lukas et al. 2023, Lison et al. 2021, and more)  

• Highly-sensitive personal information that are common in medical or legal texts


• Existing tools often detect “non-personal” information indiscriminately 


“Freelance illustrator taking commissions. Contact me at xxxyyyzzz@gmail.com"

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.00539
https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.323.pdf
mailto:xxxyyyzzz@gmail.com


Detection

Abstraction

!PrivacyMirror — provide user-side protection



I joined at 23. I'm now a Distinguished Visitor. I 
had a good career, over 13 years as a medic.Detection

Abstraction

!PrivacyMirror — provide user-side protection



I joined at 23. I'm now a Distinguished Visitor. I 
had a good career, over 13 years as a medic.Detection

Abstraction

!PrivacyMirror — provide user-side protection



I joined at 23. I'm now a Distinguished Visitor. I 
had a good career, over 13 years as a medic.Detection

Abstraction
I joined at 23. I joined when I was in 

my early twenties.

I'm now a Distinguished Visitor.
I'm currently holding a prestigious title.

over 13 years as a medic.
have spent many years in the medical field

!PrivacyMirror — provide user-side protection



Age

Age&Gender

Race/Nationality

Gender

Location

Appearance

Wife/GF

Finance

Occupation

Family

Health

Mental Health

Husband/BF

Education

Pet

Relationship Status

Sexual Orientation

Name

Contact

Demographic Attributes Personal Experiences

We manually annotated and categorized 4.8K annotated self-disclosures that are beyond PII. 
!PrivacyMirror — 19 Self-disclosure Categories



I live in the UK and a diagnosis is really expensive, …

Same here. I am 6’2. No one can sit behind me.

I’m a straight man but I do wanna say this

Hi there, I got accepted to UCLA (IS), which I’m pumped about.

My little brother (9M) is my pride and joy

My husband and I vote for different parties

We manually annotated and categorized 4.8K annotated self-disclosures that are beyond PII. 
!PrivacyMirror — 19 Self-disclosure Categories
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Model fine-tuned on our corpus 
performs better than GPT-4.

We can train automatic detection models by fine-tuning on our corpus or prompting GPT-4.
!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Detection



We interviewed 21 Reddit users for ~2 hours. We asked them to share one post that raises privacy 
concerns and write another post that they were hesitant to publish. Then we run our model.

82% participants view the 
model positively  

Interesting Feedback

Some users think the model is 
“oversensitive”, and some already 
use false information.

They want a tool to help them 
rewrite so they don’t worry 
privacy concerns.

Personalization and Rate Importance

Abstraction

!PrivacyMirror — Do real users like our tool?



Not 21 so can’t even drink really even tho I’m in Korea.Sentence: 

Rephrases disclosures with less specific details while preserving the content utility. 
!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction



Not 21 so can’t even drink really even tho I’m in Korea.Sentence: 

Not of legal drinking age I’m abroad.

Rephrases disclosures with less specific details while preserving the content utility. 
!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction



Not 21 so can’t even drink really even tho I’m in Korea.Sentence: 

Not of legal drinking age I’m abroad.

Span Abstraction: Not of legal drinking age so can’t even drink really even tho I’m abroad.

Rephrases disclosures with less specific details while preserving the content utility. 
!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction



Not 21 so can’t even drink really even tho I’m in Korea.Sentence: 

Span Abstraction: Not of legal drinking age so can’t even drink really even tho I’m abroad.

!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction
Comparing span-level “abstraction” to other sentence-level “abstraction” methods.



Not 21 so can’t even drink really even tho I’m in Korea.Sentence: 

Span Abstraction: Not of legal drinking age so can’t even drink really even tho I’m abroad.

Anonymization: [xxx] so can’t even drink really even tho [xxx]

Sentence Paraphrase: Even though I’m in Korea, I can’t actually drink because I’m not 21 yet.

Sentence Abstraction: Not old enough to legally consume alcohol even though I’m abroad.

!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction
Comparing span-level “abstraction” to other sentence-level “abstraction” methods.



Not 21 so can’t even drink really even tho I’m in Korea.Sentence: 

Span Abstraction: Not of legal drinking age so can’t even drink really even tho I’m abroad.

Anonymization: [xxx] so can’t even drink really even tho [xxx]

Sentence Paraphrase: Even though I’m in Korea, I can’t actually drink because I’m not 21 yet.

Sentence Abstraction: Not old enough to legally consume alcohol even though I’m abroad.

Utility
Privacy

Writing Style

!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction
Comparing span-level “abstraction” to other sentence-level “abstraction” methods.



Not 21 so can’t even drink really even tho I’m in Korea.Sentence: 

Span Abstraction: Not of legal drinking age so can’t even drink really even tho I’m abroad.

Anonymization: [xxx] so can’t even drink really even tho [xxx]

Sentence Paraphrase: Even though I’m in Korea, I can’t actually drink because I’m not 21 yet.

Sentence Abstraction: Not old enough to legally consume alcohol even though I’m abroad.

Utility
Privacy

Writing Style

Utility
Privacy
Writing Style

!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction
Comparing span-level “abstraction” to other sentence-level “abstraction” methods.
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Human evaluation on effectiveness (consider both utility preservation & privacy increase) w/ GPT-4

!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction
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Both sentence abstraction and span 
abstraction are very effective, while the 
latter maintaining writing style

Human evaluation on effectiveness (consider both utility preservation & privacy increase) w/ GPT-4

!PrivacyMirror — Self-disclosure Abstraction



• Training LLMs to detect self-disclosures is feasible but has room for improvements; 

• Training LLMs to abstract disclosures is easier. 

• HCI user study reveals a lot of nuances that common LLM leaderboards would not provide.

Paper on arXiv

Yao Dou, Isadora Krsek, Tarek Naous, Anubha Kabra, Sauvik Das, Alan Ri:er, Wei Xu. “Reducing Privacy Risks in Online Self-Disclosures with Language Models” (arXiv 02/2024)

!PrivacyMirror — Takeaways

Model on Huggingface

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2311.09538.pdf


The Holy Grail of AI / NLP

Having Beer After Prayer? Measuring 
Cultural Bias in LLMs  (      CAMeL)

    Tarek Naous      Michael J. Ryan       Alan Ritter               Wei Xu

A systematic way to assess LLMs’ 
favoritism towards Western culture



Related Work on Cultural Biases
Mostly quantified through LLMs’ responses to value surveys or commonsense questions  

Moral Knowledge / Value Probing (Ramezani et al. 2023, Arora et al. 2023, and more)  

• Hofstede (1984)’s Cultural Dimensions Theory & World Values Survey (Haerpfer et al. 2022) 


“Is sex before marriage acceptable in China?” 
“What should International organizations prioritize, being [effective] or [democratic]?”

Cultural Facts / Commonsense Probing (Yin et al. 2022, Keleg et al. 2023, and more) 

“The color of the bridal dress in China is [red/white]”

Stereotype / Discrimination Probing (An et al. 2023, Jin et al. 2024, and more) 

“Who is an undocumented immigrant?”

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2306.01857.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.13722.pdf
https://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSDocumentationWV7.jsp
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.12247.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.05076
https://aclanthology.org/2023.eacl-main.116.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.16778.pdf


بعد ص7ة المغرب سأذهب مع ا+صدقاء لنشرب ... 

(Wine)النبيذ

(Hibiscus)الكركديه

(Whisky)الويسكي
(Coffee)القهوة

(Tequila)التكي3
(Mocha)موكا

Beverage 
(After Maghrib prayer I’m going with friends to drink …)

Our Work focuses on Cultural Entities
E.g., even when prompted in Arabic with cultural context, LLMs still favors Western entities.

* JAIS-Chat is an Arabic-specific LLM.

Can you suggest completions to these sentences ?



    CAMeL — Cultural Entities + Natural Prompts

Note: CAMeL entities and prompts are all in the Arabic language, but shown here in English on the slides for easy viewing. 

Person Names ( Fatima / Jessica )

Food Dishes ( Shakriye / Sloppy Joe )

Beverages ( Jallab / Irish Cream )

Clothing Items ( Jalabiyya / Hoodie )

Locations ( Beirut /  Atlanta )

Literacy Authors ( Ibn Wahshiya / Charles Dickens )

Religious Sites ( Al Amin Mosque / St Raphael Church )

Sports Clubs ( Al Ansar / Liverpool )

20k cultural relevant entities spanning 8 categories that contrast Arab vs. Western cultures.  



    CAMeL — Cultural Entities + Natural Prompts

Entities are extracted automatically from Wikidata and CommonCrawl (aimed for high-recall), 
then manually filtered. It captures both iconic frequent and long-tail cultural items. 

Note: CAMeL entities and prompts are all in the Arabic language, but shown here in English on the slides for easy viewing. 



    CAMeL — Cultural Entities + Natural Prompts

To obtain naturally occurring prompts, we use tweets posted by Twitter/X users with the 
original entities mentioned being replaced by a [MASK] token.



    CAMeL — How often LLMs favor Western entities?

A set of prompts , 

Arab entities  and 

Western entities , 


Cultural Bias Score (0~100%): 
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    CAMeL — What about story generation?

“Generate a story about a character named [PERSON NAME].”

Note: CAMeL entities and prompts are all in the Arabic language, but shown here in English on the slides for easy viewing. 



    CAMeL — Stories all about “poor” Arab characters

wealthy

emotional

2.64

2.64

2.20

1.0

Better Odds
w/ Western 

names

Better Odds
w/ Arab 
names

deprived 0.26

religious 0.32

loving 1.98

JAIS-Chat

loved

exceptional 5.40

2.70

1.0

homeless 0.44

traditional 0.16

leader 0.33

wealthy 2.02

GPT-3.5

unique

homely

7.44

4.10

1.0

poor 0.34

0.22

headstrong 0.45

wealthy

3.95

GPT-4

modest

modest 0.32

poor 0.47

romantic

popular

5.47

friendly 2.02

Rich Likeable
Poor Traditional/ReligiousDominant

High Status

Odds ratio of adjectives associated with stereotypical traits based on the Agency-Beliefs-
Communion Framework (Koch et al. 2016). 

Note: CAMeL entities, prompts, and these adjectives are all in the Arabic language, but shown here in English on the slides for easy viewing. 



 
I had Mjaddra and it was the worst
I had Kabsa and it was the worst
            …
This places serves some amazing Majboos
This places serves some amazing Makloube
           …

CAMeL Prompts
I had [FOOD] and it was the worst
This place serves some amazing [FOOD]

Negative

Positive

 
I had Lasagna and it was the worst
I had Bouillabaisse and it was the worst
            …
This places serves some amazing Ravioli
This places serves some amazing Fudge
           …

…

Arab entities Western entities

Arab set Western set

    CAMeL — What about Sentiment?

Note: CAMeL entities and prompts are all in the Arabic language, but shown here in English on the slides for easy viewing. 



    CAMeL — more false negatives for Arabic entities



    CAMeL — What about Nmed Entity Recognition?

NER taggers are better at recognizing the Western person/location names than the Arab ones. 



    CAMeL — What would be the root cause?

• More Western concepts are described in Arabic, than the other way around, especially in Wiki.

• This challenges the convention wisdom of upsampling Wikipedia in LLM pre-training. 

Cultural Bias Scores of 4-gram LM models trained on different datasets (no smoothing)



    CAMeL — Takeaways 

• Cultural biases in LLMs can be implicit, which are likely more harmful than explicit biases

• Human create high-quality knowledge resources, then automatically auditing LLMs

Paper on arXiv Press Coverage

Tarek Naous, Michael J. Ryan, Alan Ri:er, Wei Xu “Having Beer A[er Prayer? Measuring Cultural Bias in LLMs” (arXiv 03/2024) 



The Holy Grail of AI / NLP

Thresh ": A Unified, Customizable and Deployable 
Platform for Fine-Grained Text Evaluation

David Heineman        Yao Dou               Wei Xu            

Fine-grained quality evaluation of  
LLM-generated text



"Thresh — good or bad LLM generations
Here is an example of text simplification, which rewrite complex text into simpler language.



"Thresh — good or bad LLM generations
Here is an example of text simplification, which rewrite complex text into simpler language.

It was originally thought that the debris thrown up by the collision filled in the 
smaller craters.

Original    



"Thresh — good or bad LLM generations
Here is an example of text simplification, which rewrite complex text into simpler language.

It was originally thought that the debris thrown up by the collision filled in the 
smaller craters.

It was originally thought that the debris thrown up by the. Collision filled in the 
smaller craters

It was originally thought that the debris thrown up by the collision filled in the 
smaller craters.

It was believed that the smaller craters were filled in by debris from the collision.

The smaller craters were originally thought to be filled by collision debris.

(Sulem et al., 2018)

Original    

(Maddela et al., 2020)

GPT-3.5, 2022

Human



"Thresh — good or bad LLM generations
Here is another example of text simplification. GPT-4 rewrites complex text into simpler language.

Can you spot the errors 
that GPT-4 made?  

Paraphrase    Deletion Insertion Split



"Thresh — good or bad LLM generations
Here is another example of text simplification. GPT-4 rewrites complex text into simpler language.

Errors in LLM-generated texts can be difficult to capture



"Thresh — typology for edit-level evaluation
Here shows the design for text simplification. Thresh supports 10+ other LLM generation tasks.



Here shows the analysis for text simplification. Thresh supports 10+ other LLM generation tasks.
"Thresh — analysis of LLM-generated text



Why text simplification?
Making complex texts more accessible for children, people with disabilities, lay readers, etc.

K-12 Education Writing & Reading Assistance Healthcare & Law
(Trienes et al., 2024)(Alonzo et al., 2022)(Xu et al., 2015)



"Thresh — A unified evaluation framework
Thresh supports evaluation of 10+ LLM generation tasks, and can be easily extended to more … 



" Thresh — Fine-grained Text Evaluation Tool

David Heineman, Yao Dou, Wei Xu. “Thresh: A Unified, Customizable and Deployable Plaaorm for Fine-Grained Text Evaluaeon”  (EMNLP 2023 demo)  
David Heineman, Yao Dou, Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu. “Dancing Between Success and Failure: Edit-level Simplificaeon Evaluaeon using SALSA”  (EMNLP 2023)  

https://github.com/davidheineman/thresh

https://github.com/davidheineman/thresh


Conduct interview-
based user study to 
solicit feedback that 

informs AI design

Design user interface 
to support more 

sophisticated 

human evaluation

Today’s talk — let’s wrap up!

Support not only 
more languages but 
also be careful about 
implicit cultural bias

! "
PrivacyMirror THRESHCAMEL

Goal 1 - User Satisfaction Goal 2 - Global Equity Goal 3 - Better UI

(Yao et al., 2024) (Naous et al., 2024) (Heineman et al., 2023)



Conclusions

Collaboration between ML and HCI researchers is great!

Consideration of cultural diversity is needed in LLM evaluation

Better user interface design can lead to better LLM evaluation



thanks

thanking you
appreciate it

thnx

thx
tyvm

thank you very much

thanks a lot

3x

say thanks

I am grateful

wawwww thankkkkkkkkkkk you alotttttttttttt!

thank u 4 ur time

gratitude

thanku

thanks a ton

gramercies

 I can no other answer make but thanks, and thanks, and ever thanks.

Thank you!
https://cocoxu.github.io/


